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Platform as a Service (PaaS)
Cognitive space tactical architecture platform

baesystems.com/space
The COSTAR Platform as a Service (PaaS) is used by software developers in support of the full development life cycle. Development through operations can be performed in a single environment and tracked throughout the process. Services are open, accessible, and reusable, allowing software developers to focus their time and energy on developing applications and tools without wasting time analyzing the underlying infrastructure and data connections.

The system takes a modern, commercial approach to the integration and orchestration of software applications. COSTAR PaaS provides the scaling, resiliency, and flexibility to meet specific mission needs. The underlying technology is consistently refreshed to stay current with the latest commercial technology and supports the addition of new standards as they emerge.

Key features and benefits
- Custom metric panels verify the performance of the platform and applications running on it
- Verification tools support the integration and orchestration by vetting inputs and outputs of each process
- Automated approach enables testing from development through deployment
- System versatility ensures deployment on any target environment from bare metal to cloud solutions
- Preloaded foundational scenario data supports the evaluation and testing of applications
- Ingested/federated data with application programming interfaces allows streamlined data retrieval and access
- Real-time and forensically evaluated results optimize application performance
- Integration with Data Tradecraft solutions creates an end-to-end platform technology

Streaming data architecture by supporting large data and advanced analytics
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